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International Faceting Competition 
Charles L. Moon reports on the 1996 
competition held at Towoomba, Queensland, 
Australia. Winners and losers with comments 
about why the home team, Australia, does so 
well in the contest. 

100 & 1 Faceting Tips for First-year 

Faceters {and others). 

Carl M. Unruh summarizes his presentation 
made at the 1996 Pacific Northwest Faceting 
Symposium (Harrison Lake, B.C., Canada). 

5 -Selecting Rough 
6 -Initial Depping 
7 -Grinding 
9 -Polishing 

1 O -Transferring 

Design 44.070 Horseshoe 
by Fred Vansant 

12 Design 09.139 FVS-262 
by Fred Vansant 

13 Letters to the Editor 

15 What's New 
Listing of recently published faceting 
designs 

22 Twelve of the Best 
Report on the CWFG slection of the twelve 
"best" faceting designs published first in 
1995. 

The usual "Alternative References" for faceting 
designs is not included in this issue to make room for 
the once a year "Twelve of the Best". 

Letters to the Editor is a new feature which will 
continue to be a regular only if there are questions or 
input from the readers. This first article was prepared 
by the Editor, however in future articles (if there are 
any) we hope to have input from the other members of 
USFG. All questions, suggestions, or rebuttal must 
be received by the Editor by the 15th of the month in 
which an issue is to be distributed. ( March, June, Sep
tember, or December). 
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INTERNATIONAL FACETING 
COMPETITION 

Contributed by Charles L. Moon 

USFG Members Mathewson & Klein place in the 
Top Ten! 

Ralph Mathewson of  Lewiston, Idaho 
achieved the extremely rare score of 100% on his Sec
tion IV entry, the Multifacet Pear, and in addition won 
the top honors for his Section I entry, the Short Port by 
achieving the highest score (99.23.) Yet Ralph missed 
first place by 0.46 of a point. High honors went to 
Australia's Desmond Stennett who edged Ralph out by 
that 0.46 point. No American or Canadian has ever 
come that close to winning the Individual Champion
ship of the Australian International. Congratulations 
Ralph Mathewson! 

Congratulations are also in order for Glenn 
Klein of El Toro, California and Ewings Evans of 
Austin, Texas!. Glenn came in 6th! Glenn's excep
tional and precise cutting has for the past several 
competitions placed him consistently in the middle of 
the top ten! Ewing Evans came in 9th! Placing in 
the top ten is most unusual for anyone entering the 
Australian International for the first time, but Ewing 
did just that! 

The FOUR designs chosen for the competi
tion were: 

Section I, Short Port, cut in CZ, was designed by 
Fred Van Sant of, the USA; 

Section II, Brilliant Barion Triangle, to be cut in 
Natural Topaz, was designed by Wilf Ross of 
Canada; 

Section Ill, Backgammon Cut #2, to be cut in Natural 
Quartz, was designed by Robert S. Stepp & 
Charles Covill of the USA; 

Section IV, Multifacet Pear, to be cut in a "Man
Made" material (CZ precluded), was designed by 
Robert H. Long of the USA. 

The top five American scores were achieved 
by Ralph Mathewson, Glenn Klein, Ewing Evans, 
Paul Billett and Don Dunn (listed in scoring order.) 
These five faceters made up the American team and 
as a team, came in second with a score of 1911.24; 
the Canadian team, Geoff Cameron, Basil 
Wakulczyk, Ross Clark, Glen Godden, Bruce 

Maclellan (in order of scoring) came in third with a 
score of 1729.65; the UK team, Richard Drew, Jim 
Finlayson, Jim Gemmell, Jim Houseago and Hugh 
Crawford (in order of scoring) came in fourth with a 
score of 1466.58 and the Australian team, Desmond 
Stennett, Ray Maunder, Ron Hardman, Don Henson 
and Norm Coates (in order of scoring) won first with a 
score of 1961.27 

The "Aussies" won again, and one good 
reason for their excellent cutting is "Practice!" They 
have the opportunity to cut 12 competition stones 
every year - 4 for their annual Gemboree and 8 for 
their National. The Gemboree, held in different 
locales every year, adds the International Competi
tion biannually (on even numbered years). Their 
national always takes place in Warwick. All cutters 
have the opportunity to get their stones preassessed 
by AFG recommended judges, and by local judges 
and just plain faceter-friends. If eyes are-getting 
tired, old, and cataract prone, an extra pair of 20/20's 
will surely help! The "Aussies" encourage us to do 
the same! 

There were a total of 36 entries from seven 
countries, United States, Australia, Canada, En
gland, Finland, France and New Zealand. The top 
ten competitors are: 

1st. 
2nd. 
3rd. 
4th. 
5th. 
6th. 
7th. 
8th. 
9th. 
10th. 

Australian D.Stennett 
American R. Mathewson 
Australian R. Maunder 
Finlander P. Kuivala 
Australian R. Hardman 
American G. Klein 
Australian D. Henson 
Australian N. Coates 
American E. Evans 
Australian J. Burns 

(395.57) 
(395.11) 
(394.29) 
(392-67) 
(392.10) 
(391.85) 
(389.87) 
(389.44) 
(387.25) 
(386.02) 

Ed Romack from Idaho Falls, ID was the first 
international judge to be involved with an Australian 
International Competition. Even though the competi
tors have always been "international" , the judging, per 
se, has not been. Previous competitions were assessed 
entirely by Australians. Ed's presence and judging was 
well received by all of the Australian Judges. Ed judged 
Section II, the Brilliant Barion Triangle. One now can 
surely say the Competition is on its way to being truly 
International. 

It was also the first time that a non Australian 
had the opportunity to observe the procedures for 
(1) prejudging, (2) the actual judging and (3) the audit
ing of the results of the competition. The prejudging 
exercise consisted of evaluating four stones identical 
to those required for the competition. One of the most 

Continued on page 4 
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International Faceting Competition continued from p3 As first observer of the judging at the Austra-

important aspects of the prejudging was for the pencil
ler to get acquainted with the evaluation and commu
nication techniques of the judge. The penciller is the 
scribe for the judge. He/she transcribes all errors seen 
and announced by the judge onto diagrams of the pa
vilion and the crown. For example in a judging ses
sion: The meetpoint where the crown mains touch the 
girdle are being evaluated; a spot has been marked on 
the girdle; the penciller knows which direction the judge 
is going to turn the stone; the conversation may sound 
like the following: "In, In, Out, Out, In", etc. The pen
ciller follows the judge aurally and circles each meet
point that gets a "No!". It is a thorough and fairly accu
rate procedure, which allows the cutter to later observe 
more accurately the assessment of his stone. 

After many suggestions, questions, and pos
sible problems solved, all 1 OX loupes and compara
tors were checked against a series of parallel lines. If 
any loupe displayed distortion, it was replaced. Cali
pers were also checked for accuracy. 

Each judge and penciller worked in a private 
room with all shades drawn; the rooms were quite 
dark. The lighting for each judge was basically the 
same; each had a lamp with a clear bulb that could 
be turned into a 40 watt beam or a 25 watt beam. 
Each judge evaluated only one section (one design) 
and had three days - 24 hours - to complete the 36 
stones in that section, e.g., Ed Romack judged 36 
Brilliant Barion Triangles. 

There were six people working in support of 
the four judges and pencillers. Two persons prepared 
and served a morning tea /coffee and a biscuit (our 
cookie) at 1000 hr, then at 1200 hr a large lunch and 
then at 1500 hr an afternoon tea /coffee and a biscuit. 
A runner kept each judge equipped with stones and 
appropriate judging sheets; another person checked 
all markings by the pencillers to avoid accidental-mark
ing errors such as occurred in the 1994 competition 
when a penciller's marking-error gave a cutter 3 points 
for a category in which 2 points was the assigned allot
ment. When his score was reevaluated, that one point 
error dropped the cutter from 2nd to 3rd place. The 
incident caused quite a stir, particularly since the un
fortunate cutter was privately aware that he had earned 
2nd place long before he became aware of his new 3rd 
place status. 

To preclude that ever happening again, the 
remaining two persons Rupert Pickrell, the principal 
Australian responsible tor such a smooth operation and 
I checked and double checked the scores for accu
racy. 

lian International, I can sincerely report that no opera
tion could have gone smoother. Rupert Pickrell's pro
cess for insuring anonymity was most successful. In 
the past there was suspicion that all kinds of clandes
tine things occurred in order to insure an "Aussie" win. 
I heartily suggest that any suspect shenanigans should 
be put to rest. 

Before 1994 non-anonymity was quite possible, 
because identification of stones from various countries 
were easily recognized, simply by the way they were 
boxed however in both 1994 and 1996 each competi
tor from each country received a similar box with four 
round plastic containers. These boxes were returned 
to Rupert Pickrell. He alone assigned a code for each 
cutter and then placed the code on the container of 
each stone. The stones were placed in a vault and re
mained there until first day of judging. The code's iden
tities were placed in a sealed envelope and not opened 
until after judging was complete. 

A personal comment: With the exception of 
the possible mathematical evaluation of the number 
of meetpoint and the number of facets, simply because 
they can be counted, the remaining parameters of judg
ing in all competitions are primarily subjective. 
Even though meetpoints and facets can be counted, 
the judges will, tor the most part, never agree on the 
perfect junction of meetpoints. 

Because there is so much disparity in assess
ing a stone, Rupert Pickrell in the Jan/Feb 1996 issue 
of "Facet Talk" was compelled to comment: 
"Some judges see things that aren't there; some judges 

don't see things which are there; some judges are hard, 
some judges are lenient, but each judge is an individual 
making an assessment of a stone to the best of his/her 
ability." 

I can truthfully say that the Australians are try
ing their best to raise the assessment skills of their 
judges and hopefully lower the disparity of assessment 
that is so rampant. Throughout each year judging 
courses and/or refresher courses are offered to 
Australia's faceters. The judging courses, per se, are 
thorough, and an examination is required for passing 
the course. Every year after one of their national meets, 
a three day judging course is offered by an authorized 
person who is recognized as a competent teacher of 
judging. 

What are we Americans and Canadians going 
to do in order to raise the assessment skills of our own 
judges, and what about those of us who would like to 
learn how to judge, if nothing more than to increase 
our visual skills for faceting? 

Continued on page 5 
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Faceting Competition Continued from page 4 

There are dozens out there who are isolated 
individuals and have no contact with Guilds other than 
receiving Newsletters. Why can't of each our various 
Guilds offer refresher courses as well as judging 
courses during our conferences? It's a suggestion, 
and if at all possible, let's make it a challenge and turn 
it into a REALITY! Only judging courses have been 
occasionally offered in the past; let's offer both, fre
quently! 

The next Australian International competition will be 
held in Adelaide (South Australia) at Easter 1998. 
There's a possibility that three stones instead of the 
usual four may be required. If this becomes law then 
there's a possible glitch may make judging impossible 
in three days. So many people may enter that there 
will have to be some kind of elimination process to 
keep the entries down. 

Numbers is a problem, but something that is 
more serious is a considerable concern about the skill 
of some of the cutters. Some of the 1996 stones were 
so poorly cut, one can only conjecture that either the 
cutter didn't care or didn't have the skill to produce a 
stone worthy of international competition. The judges 
complained about several of the stones. They ex
pressed how exhausting it was to assess poorly cut 
stones and how much time it took to assess them fairly 
when they just didn't want to. They said that it took 4 
to 5 times longer to assess these stones and they all 
agreed that stones of such poor quality should be elimi
nated. 

INTERNATIONAL FACETING 
CHALLENGE 1996 

Individual Awards: 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Section A - Short Port cut in CZ 
Ralph Mathewson USA 99.23 
Desmond Stennett AUS 99.18 
Ron Hardman AUS 99.07 

Section B - Brilliant Barion Triangle in Topaz 
H.K. Noack AUS 99.90 
John Burns AUS 99.62 
Ron Hardman AUS 99.60 

Section C - Backgammon Cut #2 in Quartz 
Don Henson AUS 99.44 
Desmond Stennett AUS 99.01 
Ray Maunder AUS 98.40 

Section D - Multifacet Pear 15x10 mm, any synthetic 
1st Ralph Mathewson USA 100.00 
2nd Norman Coates AUS 99.55 
3rd Pekka Kuivala FIN 99.33 

I will keep you informed of the discussions, 
the possible rule changes involved and how it will be 
handled. It's not going to be easy, because I have to 
find 3 or 4 American judges willing to be the asses
sors. Any volunteers???? One thing for sure those 
who rated high in 1996 competition will not be pre-
judged and will be automatically accepted. Figure 1 Use of a flashlight to view rough 

11 100 & 1 Faceting Tips for First-Year 
Faceters (and others)" 

by Carl Unruh 
Based on the speaker notes of the illustrated 

talk given at the 1996 Northwest Facetors Sympo

sium (Harrison Hot Springs, Canada, 31 May 1996} 

1 . The apparent color of faceting rough depends 
on the way it is viewed. A light shining from 
the back of the rough will give a color lighter 
and slightly different than the finished faceted 
gem. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

A light from the edge of the rough gives one a 
good chance to see internal flaws and inclu
sions. Use your Optivisor! 

A small penlight flashlight is a good source of 
light for examining rough both at home and at 
dealers. (see Fig. 1) 
If one can see the light beam in the rough, es
pecially when lighted from the side, then the 
rough has colloidal particles in it, and a gem fac
eted from the material will be "sleepy"-a bit on 
the dull side. 
Your finished gem will weigh about 30% of the 
starting weight of the rough, so to facet a one
carat gem, one will usually need a piece of rough 
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6. 

7. 

weighing about three carats and of appropriate 
shape. A gem's depth is commonly 75% of it's 

width. 

Sometimes buying foreign cut gems for recut
ting can be a good choice because although the 
price per carat may be high, the yield can also 
be high. 
Be careful in buying foreign gems to get what 
you think you are getting. There are lots and 
lots of synthetics and just plain mislabeled gems. 

A Few Inches 

Gem Rough 
{Greatly Enlarged) 

Student or 
Gooseneck Lamp 

Figure 2 Use of lamp to view rough. 

Figure 3 

14. 

Cracks 

Inclusions 

just a facet or two around it has an effective 
hardness of 8 or 9. Be alert to such possibili-

ties so as not to overgrind in the soft direction 

Not all designs are good for all gems. If your 
gem is small, do not put too many facets on it. 
Too many facets give a fussy appearance and 
actually reduce the overall brilliance. If the 
material is very dark in color, like some Idaho 
garnet, then a small gem is required or you 
will end up with a gem that looks black. Some
times very dark material can be cut in shallow 
designs to allow the light through. 

INITIAL DOPPING 

8. Do not bother faceting glass. After all your work 15. 
what would you have?-a piece of glass. Buy 
quartz or synthetic quartz in any of a 
number of colors. Colorless topaz is usually 
available at reasonable prices. Lots of synthet
ics can be affordable. 

9. The availability of gem materials comes and 16. 
goes. If you see something you want and the 
price is at all within your price range, it is best to 
buy right then because even an hour later it may 17. 
be gone. I have more than once decided to think 
about a purchase for a while only to go back 18. 
and be too late. 

1 o. Do not expect to find many flawless pieces of 19. 
rough except for the more common materials 
such as quartz, topaz, and of course, all syn- 20. 
thetics. 

11. If your rough has flaws, and it will, try to put 
them as far to one side as possible and avoid 21. 
putting them directly under the table. 

12. For rough with an uneven color, try to put the 
color wanted in the lower part of the pavilion. 
The color will then tend to flood the gem. 

13. When you start to facet, remember that gem 22. 
materials have different hardness values in 
different directions. Some gems differ very 23. 
widely in hardness. Sunstone seems to be-
have like a hardness of 5 in one direction, and 

Clean the rough before dopping. Wash in al
cohol to remove possible oil that was used in 
sorting and grading the rough long before you 
got to see it. You can be very sure that almost 
all rough has been looked over most carefully 
before we get a chance to see it. 
Grind a small flat surface to dop to. I do this 
by holding the rough by hand on a slowly ro
tating lap. 
A flat surface to dop to may help keep the gem 
from movement during transferring. 
I have not found any advantage in using the 
expensive special dop waxes. 
The black or very dark-green dop wax works 
well. They are strong and tough. 
Many faceters dop with various glues, but I'm 
not one of them, so I don't offer tips on glue 
dopping. 
Heat: Once the gem is clean, then getting it 
hot is the next step in successful dopping. If it 
does not get hot enough for the wax to wet the 
gem, the gem and dop may part company while 
faceting -a very upsetting situation. 
One heating method is to use 10-inch twee
zers to hold the stone above an alcohol flame. 
Put a few small chips of wax on the rough and 
then heat slowly until the wax is melted. 
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r- 1 • • 
I I I I 
: I ' . .....,_ Wooden Dop Hol der 

Oop 

Dop Wax 

Ch i ps of Wax 

� . t . Twe�ze rs 
� Gem �ough 

S. A Fe� Inches 

Fl ame 

Al coho l Lamp 
Figure 4 Heating methods, alcohol lamp 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 
29. 

30. 

31 .  

One can d issolve a few pieces of  stick shel lac 

in alcohol and put one drop on the surface of 

the rough where the dopping wi l l  take place. 

This seems to help provide a good sticky sur

face so your gem wil l not come off the dop. 

Do not use shel lac from a can and be sure the 
alcohol has evaporated before dopping. 
Heat the dop stick with the wax on the end 

until good and hot .  The wax wil l be dropping 

of f, al most. 
With the piece of rough hot, the chips of wax 

melted, and the wax about to drip from the dop 

stick, place both together (try not to burn your 

f ingers) . 
Now for the hard part. Hold al l this together 

without moving until the wax sets up. Too much 

movement as the wax cools can result in gem 

drop off. 
Rest your arm on someth ing for support. 

Make a dop stick holder so you can hold and 

move the hot dop stick as necessary. 

Make a dop stick holder from a 1-inch dowel 

about 2 inches long. Simply dri l l  a 1/4-inch 

hole in  one end to hold the dop. 
For those larger gems, say 50 carats and 

above, I l ike to preheat the rough with an 
infrared lamp. Place the gem on a piece of 

steel wool (the kind from the hardware store, 

not the grocery store that might contain soap). 

.... -. - Heat Lamp 
500 Watts 

l - About 8 I nches 

Pad of Steel Wool 
(Wi thout Soap ) 

Figure 6 Heating methods, infrared lamp. 

Place a 500-watt heat lamp about 10 inches 
above the rough. Place some chips of wax on 
the rough so you can tel l when the rough is hot 
enough to dop. S ince a large piece of rough 
wil l  stay hot for a long t ime, consider some 
way to hold the rough and dop stick in  a fixed 
position while the wax cools. 

32. Use p lenty of wax and a large dop when 
dopping large rough or transferring large gems. 

GRINDING 

33. For rough under 1 O carats, start grinding with 
a 260-grit grinding lap. A g ri t  much coarser 
wil l leave very deep marks on a relatively 
small gem and badly chipped edges. 

34. Grind the pavi l ion facets fi rst. No absolute 
ru le here ,  but why not? There is some 
advantage in that you can cheat on the 
angles of the crown without going below the 
critical angle. (Wow! Sorry! I don't really 
want you to cheat.) 

35. Start by grinding the mains only. Then go to 
90 degrees and g rind the g i rdle. 

36. Take the t ime to get the g i rdle symmetrical
round if round, square if square, et cetera. 
This is most important to yield an even 
g irdle. 
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Gem 

Gem 
Lap I 

�1 ! _.__._� �-
1 1  M- Gi rdle 

Gri nding 
Support 

Side View 

47. 

Top View 

Figure 7 Girdle grinding. 

48. 

37. Now you are ready to do some real faceting! 
would go to a 1200-grit lap, smooth the girdle, 
and recut the mains and add the other facets. 

38. 

39. 

40. 
41 . 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

Now is the time to be sure and practice the 49. 

most fundamental rule of good faceting, "G rind 
a l i ttle and look a lot!" 
To see exactly where you are grinding after 
changing laps, repositioning the dop, or going 
to a sl ightly different angle, takea pencil and 
mark al l over one of the facets you want to 
work on. Now touch the gem gently to the lap 
and then look to see where and how the pencil 
marks are disappearing. I l ike to use a pencil 
on the grinding surface because it is quick and 
easy to see. 
Say you have some very small facets that you 
tend to overcut. How can you improve your 
meets? There are several ways First, try slow-
ing down your lap speed. 50. 

Second, use a finer grit lap. 
Third, don't leave the gem on the lap as long; 
instead of a swiggle or two across the lap, g ive 

it only a touch to the lap. 51 .  
Fourth, turn the lap off altogether and swiggle 
the gem across only by hand on a non-rotating 
lap. 
Fifth it may be appropriate not to grind the fac-
ets in question at all, but rather, to careful ly 52. 
and very gently polish them in .  
O .K. What laps should one have to start grind
ing? For gems under about 15 mm, I'd sug-
gest the fo l lowing: 260-grit for roughing in  and 
1200-grit for prepol ish grinding. 

For those large gems, rough laps are needed 
to speed the grinding process. For gems over 
15 mm, one might start the shaping with a 
180-grit lap; and for those really big ones, 53. 
100 or even 60-80 grit. Be careful with those 
really larger grit laps. A 60-80-grit lap wil l 
chip off pieces nearly one carat in  weight 
under some conditions. 
What about lap coolants? It is hard to beat 
water with a bit of wetting agent added so 
that the water wil l wet the lap surface evenly. 
Yo u r  wett i n g  agen t  c o u l d  be hand  

dishwashing soap, say 10-20 drops for 1/2 
pint of water; but never so much that the lap 
tends to form soapsuds on i ts surface. 
Drip the water on the lap constantly so there 
is always some water being thrown off. Th is 
helps keep the lap surface somewhat clean 
and speeds the g rind ing .  Don't use so 
much water that it splashes over the splash 
pan. 
How hard do you push down on the gem when 
grinding? Hard to say. Use enough pres
sure to get results.  On the bigger gems put 
your fingers d irectly on the gem to apply the 
pressure. 
Please note that the metal-bonded laps are 
great while new and sharp but may cause 
deep scratches when well worn. It may be 
good planning to have one copper lap that 
you can charge with 1200-grit diamond your
self That way, you can always have a sharp 
1200-grit lap that cuts well and does not leave 
deep scratches in you gem. If a copper lap 
is not avai lable, you can use a tin lap charged 
with 1200-grit d iamond. I have not had great 
service with the plastic-bonded laps, so I use 
my 1200-gri t  tin lap for final grind most of 
the time. The plastic-bonded laps were great 
when new, but I thought they wore out rather 
qu ickly. 
Remember that diamond powder for charg
ing laps is really a bargain in price, so use 
enough to get the job done in good time. Most 
diamond grits under about 260 can be pur
chased for $1 to $1 .50 per carat. 
Use the powdered d iamond for charging both 
grinding and pol ishing laps. Spray bottles 
are OK for 100,000 pol ishing g rit. The paste 
seems to be scarce in diamond content. I 
don't buy it. 
It only takes about 1 /4 carat to charge a lap, 
and the longer the lap is used, the less 
diamond it wi l l  take to recharge each time. 
For the soft t in lap, one should expect to 
recharge once for each gem of moderate 
size, say 1 O mm or smaller, because the dia 
mond is easily pushed into and/or d islodged 
from the tin .  That is why I l ike copper laps, 
but they are hard to find these days. 

To charge a lap, put about four drops of water 
on the lap and take a flat toothpick and load 
up the flat end about four times with diamond 
grit and put it on the lap. You can rub it in and 
spread it around with the side of a small g lass 
jar, a small piece of sapphire or spinel, or rol l  it 
in with the outer edge of a rol ler .bearing .  Use 
a different spreader and rol ler for each grit to 
avoid big cross contamination problems. 

Continued on page 9 
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POLISH I NG 
54. The choice of pol ishing lap depends on just 

what material is being faceted. 
55. For quartz, I l ike the new composite laps 

made with an epoxy resin with cerium oxide 
mixed right into the resin. Many of these are 
commercially avai lable, or if you have 
access to a lathe, you may wish to make 
your own. The old standard Lucite lap works 
well when wel l  scored and used with cerium 
oxide and soapy water. 

56. A cerium oxide or aluminum oxide pol ishing 
mixtu re can be prepared in a squ i rt bottle. I 
take about 4 to 6 tablespoons of cerium 
oxide, add 4 ounces of water and 20 drops or 
so of l iquid soap to my squ irt bottle. Shake 
this up and give the pol ishing lap a squirt 
when needed. 

Scoring Ma rks 

Figure 8 Scoring marks on a pol ish ing lap. 

57. To score a pol ishing lap, use a sharp blade 
and cut fine l ines from the center to the outer 
edge. I bel ieve scoring helps speed the pol
ish ing and also helps avoid some scratches 
that may develop during polish ing. 

58. When your Lucite lap does not polish wel l  or 
begins to scratch, it may be time to resurface 
it. The fol lowing procedure sounds bad , but it 
wi l l  really work. Get a rough sheet of emery 
paper, say 120 g rit, and sand the surface of 
the Lucite very thoroughly with it . Next, take a 
stiff brush and lots of soap and water and scrub 
the surface in a stream of water. This pro
duces a fine frosted surface that does not need 
scoring,  at f irst, and will produce a fast and 
fine pol ish. 

59. For soft material ,  say hardness under 5.5, 
use a wax lap. 

60. 

61 . 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

A good wax lap can be made from hard 
carving wax. 
Wax laps can be used with most any polish 
ing agent. Try cerium oxide, alum inum 
oxide, or diamond powder. Use with soapy 
water. 
Wax laps benefit from scoring because it 
helps hold the polish ing agent on  the lap. 
For the hard gems, say 8.5 and above, I l ike 
to use tin laps with d iamond powder. 
The qual ity of you r  polish wil l depend on the 
diamond grit size used for polish ing.  
I suggest you always do your  final diamond 
pol ish ing with 100,000-grit diamond if you 
are using a tin lap. If you use a coarser 
diamond on t in, it wi l l  leave a slight rainbow 
effect on the surface. This is best seen by 
looking at the surface at a sharp angle under 
a good light. 
For gems above 1 O mm, using a very fine 
diamond grit on another tin lap to prepare a 
very fine prepolish surface can speed your 
total pol ishing t ime g reatly. For sapphires 
and CZ, I do a prepolish with a tin lap and 
4000-grit diamond . This leaves a surface 
almost polished to begin with , so the time on 
the 100,000-grit lap goes quickly. In fact, the 
prepol ish wi l l  be so good that it may be 
difficult to see just where the 100,000-grit lap 
is pol ishing. To polish the table on a large, 
say 1000-carat sapphire, by going di rectly 
from a 1200-grit lap to a 100,000-grit lap can 
take days. Bel ieve me, I learned this the 
hard way! 
Some have reported polishing CZ with 3000-
grit d iamond on a wax lap. The wax lets the 
diamond sink in ,  and consequently, does not 
produce the surface scratch as wou ld result 
if the same procedure was used with a 
harder lap, such as t in. I have seen the 
gems polished this way and they are excel 
lent, but I have not personally tried it yet; but 
you can be sure that I wil l  try it soon.  
If it is hard to see your  pol ishing position after 
the fine prepolish with 4000-grit diamond, get 
out your  laundry marking pencil and coat the 
facet with ink. Let dry a few moments and 
then place the facet on the pol ishing lap for a 
swiggle or two. Don't wipe the facet off, but 
rather blot it and see just where the ink is 
removed. Adjust the angle and/or the 
cheater to get the entire facet flat on the lap. 

Continued on page 10 
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69. Lint or an oily surface may be a problem 
when trying to see your polishing progress. 
Try using a smal l ,  4 x 4 inch piece of cham 
ois skin to clean the facet. This works great, 
leaves no lint, and when using kerosene or 
other oily lubricant, cleans the surface of the 
oil. You can occasionally wash the chamois 
and continue using it. 

70. To check your polish, look at the surface from 
every angle. Move your light around to help. I 
like to use a smal l  pencell flashlight to really 
see the surface. Too often one can be blinded 
by the shiny surface and miss seeing small 
scratches or pits. 

71. Do not be in a hu rry to move on from polish
ing a facet. Check that facet and recheck it be 
cause it will be much easier to do it right while 
indexed on it than to try to find the precise in 
dexing and angle again after you have changed 
the angle setting . 

72. After polish ing al l the pavilion facets, I do the 
girdle polishing before transferring. The girdle 
is wide at this time, but I only polish a small 
part of it. So instead of setting the angle at 90 
degrees, set it at 89+ degrees and polish a 
little to see how it is going. One only needs to 
polish a width equal to the final girdle width. I 
like this approach because I'm sure the girdle 
center line has not had a chance to shift even 
slightly during the transfer 

TRANSFERRING 

73. Now with regards to transferring-the cause 
of much grief for many first-year faceters. 
There are many poorly made transfer blocks 
out there, so if per chance you have one that 
does not line up, you simply cannot make a 
perfect transfer no matter how hard you try 
or how great your technique. 

74. Check your dops to be sure they are all the 
same diameter. Sometimes dops purchased 
at different times or f rom different dealers 
are not of the same diameter, and if that is 
the case, it wil l not be possible to get that 
perfect transfer. 

75. Let's say you faceted the pavilion first, so 
now before transferring you need to clean 
the pavilion, especial ly if kerosene or other 
oily lubricant was used in polishing. I like to 
dip the gem quickly in alcohol and then wipe 
it clean. Don't leave it in the alcohol, or the 
dop wax will be dissolved and your gem will 
come undopped. 

r"::'\/Top Vfew 

V 

Dri l l  Smal l 
Hole  

Dop . 

Round Cone Shaped Dop V-Shaped Dop 

Saw Smal l  
Recess 

p 

Figure 9 Modifying the dop to protect the culet. 

76. Mark the location of the mains or some facet 
meets with the girdle so that you can get the 
crown facets lined up properly with the 
pavilion facets even if the pavilion facets are 
covered with dop wax. Use sharp-pointed 
aluminum, copper, or brass pointer for 
marking on the unpolished girdle. 

77. Place the dop and gem in the transfer block 
and wrap the dop stick right up to the gem 
with a wet tissue. 

78. Place a drop of your shellac dissolved in 
alcohol on the gem and let it dry about a 
minute or two. 

79. Use a dop stick nearly as large as the gem to 
transfer to. 

80. Heat and cover the end of this dop stick with 
dop wax and place it in the transfer block, 
but not yet touching the pavilion. 

81. Now heat the dop stick until the wax is 
starting to fall off. Push the hot wax and dop 
stick onto the pavilion and tighten the 
transfer block on it. Now the tricky part; 
keep heating the dop stick about 1 /2 to 1 inch 
away from the gem. As the wax starts to drip 
off, take a pointer and catch it and put it back 
on top of the gem. Poke with your pointer 
around the gem and wax joint and see when 
the wax "wets" the surface of the pavilion. You 
should be able to see if the wax is sticking to 
the gem. Once this occurs, remove the heat 
but keep placing any dripping wax back to the 
top of the gem. Through all of this, try not to 
get the wax on the girdle of the gem. WOW! 
that was a bit tricky but that's the challenge of 
faceting! 

82. Let your perfect transfer cool for a few 
minutes and then reverse the process. Wrap 
the newly attached dop in a wet tissue and 
slowly heat the first dop about 1/2 inch from 
the gem. When heating, be sure to loosen the 
dop from the transfer block and gently pull on 
it to remove it from the gem as soon as the 
wax melts on that side of the dop. 
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Gem 

V-Transfer Bl ock .  

Dop Stick Wrapped 
Wi th Wet Kleenex 

Figure 1 O Using a V-transfer block 

CROWN-GRINDING & POLISHING 
83. 

84. 

85 . 

86. 

87. 

88.  

89. 

Place the gem back into the faceting machine 
spindle and rough grind the crown mains. Line 
up the crown facets with the mark you placed 
on the girdle. 
Facet all the crown but the table and do not 
polish the crown facets just yet. 
For machines that do not have a positioning 
dop, it is now time to mark the position by 
scratching a small groove in the dop wax at 
the principle index position, say index 96, 64, 
or 80, depending on your gear. 
Remove the dop and place the 45 degree dop 
holder in the spindle. Put the dop in the 45 
degree dop holder and start to facet the table. 
Be alertto make any small angle and cheater 
adjustments to be sure the table is centered 
and cutting as desired. 
If there is much of the gem to be removed, be 
sure to put on a rough grit lap and rough grind 
it down close to where you want it. Go to finer 
laps and if the gem is of 8.5 hardness or above 
a 3000- or 4000-grit lap is suggested for finai' 

grind so that polishing will not take hours. 
Place the dop back in the spindle and position 
your mark carefully, if necessary. 
Polish the facets that meet the table first. I 
like to rub the polish on the first facet and make 
any adjustments to the rotation and angle po 
sitions that may be necessary. You can be sure 
some adjustments will be in order. Do not start 
polishing on a rotating lap until you are at the 
correct overall position. 

Ground Area 
Al i gnment 
Mark 

Ground Area Ground Area 
Al i gnment 
Mark 

Too Far Left Too Far Ri ght Just Right 

Oop 

\ 

Fl ame -t'& .. 'f{ Dop Wax 

V-Transfer Block 

Dop 

, ' l--...L..L...:...I __ 
I \ 

J f I 

\ Dop Sti c k  Wrapped 
With Wet Kl eenex 

Figure 1 1  Wet kleenex being used as a heat sink dur
ing transfer. 

90. 

91 . 

92. 

Polishing is a great time to correct for small 
misses in meets, but do not expect too much 
in the way of corrections or you will be 
polishing for a very long time indeed. If you 
are faceting for competition, this is were you 
can spend as much time as necessary for "per 
fection". Competition faceters can spend sev 
eral hundred hours to get it "just right". 
I believe one can do a good job of faceting 
and always try for improvement and still not 
be so critical that it takes forever to finish a 
gem. 
How long should one expect to spend to facet 
a gem? Of course that all depends on the ma 
terial, its size and shape, the sharpness of laps, 
the polishing technique, and the experience of 
the Facetor (plus a lot of luck on how it all went 
together). As a rough guideline, consider a 
finished quartz gem of 7 mm. A speedy 
Facetor of moderate experience would perhaps 
take a couple of hours. A beginner would likely 
take 4 to 6 hours. A super competition 
Facetor-perhaps 20 to 1 00 hours. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
93. Before starting to facet that expensive piece 

of rough in a great new design you just came 
across, its time to practice. Always facet a 
new design that you have never cut before in 
some affordable material. Keep good notes 
of potential trouble spots. I say again, and 
this is most important and frequently ne 
glected, first practice on some gem material 
of very reasonable price before cutting into 
your choice inventory. 
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94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

NOTE: 

When your gem is finished, be sure to clean 
it. I heat the dop to remove the gem and 
wipe off as much of the dop wax from the 
gem as possible while the gem and wax are 
hot. Then soak the cooled gem in alcohol 
until all the wax wipes off. It has been said 
that one Facetor lost the Australian-Ameri 
can competition because of a speck of glue 
not completely cleaned from the gem. 
Wash your hands after grinding and before 
going to thepolishing steps. Wash the gem 
on the dop also. It does not take much to 
contaminate a polishing lap. There is some 
wisdom in washing up when changing 
grinding laps also. 
Well, in spite of all your care and good 
procedures, the gem falls off the dop. It can 
happen to anyone, but we sure want that to 
be a very rare occasion. What is one to do? 
One could start over, but why not try to 
rescue the situation? Here's where I resort 
to glue. The breakoff should leave some 
surfaces that fit together very closely, so I 
put a bit of the Eastman 910, or similar glue, 
at the break and put the gem back in place. 
Leave it for 30 minutes or so to be sure the 
glue has done its thing and take a crack at 
continuing to facet. This will work pretty well 
many times. 
Keep some notes as you facet. Particularly 
note any problem facets, hard and soft fac 
ets, polishing problems, and just as important, 
note your successes. Too often one has solved 
a difficult polishing problem but forgotten how 
it was solved when a month or two later it is 
encountered again. 
Keep a log of your gems, recording weight, 
material, disposition if any, value, time to facet, 
cost of rough, et cetera. 
Store gems separately. Do not let them rub 
together or put two in the same envelope. 
Small Ziploc bags work fine. The circular 
plastic containers are very nice if the gems 
are small. I notice many faceters don't take 
enough care of their finished gems. Many 
dealers also put many gems together in the 
same envelope or container where they can 
rub against each other. They might not be 
damaged instantly, but gradually such 
treatment will leave its "mark". 

All Brightness Diagrams in this issue use the L&S 
SPOT + Ambient ( Transmission 0.6) model with the 
RI specified in the parameters list. 

100. Always set the facet machine for the next facet 
whenever you let loose of the facet head. Now 
that does not mean to do this just when you 
leave the machine for a break, this means 
at all times. For example, you finish the third 
facet in a circle of eight facets, what do you 
do? Why, you set the index for the fourth 
facet before you let go of the facet head. As 
soon as you finish one row of facets, immedi
ately set the machine for the index and the 
angle for the next set of facets. Good prac
tices like this can save you plenty of disap
pointments and recutting time. 

101. Remember the three "Fs . . . . . .  
Facet For Fun !!! 

COMING FACETING EVENTS 

9, 10, 11 August 1996 

FACETER'S SYMPOSIUM 
Riverside Convention Center, Riverside Cal ifor

n ia 

I n  conjunction with the joint CFMS/AFMS con
vention and show. Prominent speakers include: 

John Sinkankas 
Glenn & Martha Vargas 
Ed Romack 
Carl Unruh 
Norman Steele 
Jerry Carroll 
Dennis Anderson 

There wi l l  be samples and examples of very 
large cut stones, a col lection of famous dia
mond repl icas, and other unique faceted 
stones. 

For detai ls contact: 
Glenn Klein ,  Chairman 
FACETERS SYMPOSIUM 
21  Midcrest Drive 
Lake Forest, CA 93630 

Phone: (71 4) 458-5803 

12-14 July 
NORTHWEST FEDERATION 

Kitsap County Fairgrounds, Bremerton ,  WA 
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Brightness model = SPOT+Ambient, Trans 0.60, RI=l .77 

44.070 Horseshoe 
Reference: New design by Fred W. Vansant 
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G 1  

9 6  I ndex C C  LIW=1 .028 PIW=0.455 CIW=0. 1 58 TIW=0 .579 HIW=0 .634 P/H=O. 71 9 
51 + 1 6  facets C/H=0.250 Vol =0.232W3 Rl=1 . 77 (Corundum) Hold mirror "image symmetry 

There is another design in the l iterature with the name "Horseshoe", but the detai ls are not the same. Design 
01 .025 (Howell, Quincy: The Faceter 's Gem Cuts v1 n1 (1 976)) is a "round" cut with a unique angled table and 
without the large flat g i rdle facet of this design .  

PAVILION CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS CROWN CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS 
Step/Angle Bearing Remarks Step/Angle Bearing Remarks 
Pl 41 .0 14-45-5 1-82 Locate PCP Cl 48 .2 96 Fix girdle size 

P2 42.4 1 8-78 Cut to PCP C2 40.3 14-82 Level upper girdle 

P3 42.8  22-74 Cut to PCP C3 39.5 18-78 Level upper girdle 

P4 42.5 27-69 Cut to PCP C4 39.3 22-74 Level upper girdle 

PS 41 .8 33-63 Cut to PCP cs 40.7 27-69 Level upper girdle 

P6 41 .3 39-57 Cut to PCP C6 40.5 33-63 Level upper girdle 

P7 39.6 04-92 Cut to PCP C7 40.6 39-57 Level upper girdle 

P8 60.0 96 :Nleet ( l -7-Cil -Ci2) C8 42. 1  45-5 1 Level upper girdle · 

(}1 90.0 96 Level lower girdle C9 34 . 1  04-92 Meet (1-2-Cil -Ci2) 

(}2 90.0 14-82 Level lower girdle ClO 32.6 10-86 Meet ( l -2-9-Cil-Ci2) 

(}3 90.0 1 8-78 Level lower girdle C 1 1  34.5 20-76 Meet (3-4-Ci3-Ci4) 

(}4 90.0 22-74 Level lower girdle C12  34.9 30-66 Meet (5-6-Ci5-Ci6) 

(}5 90.0 27-69 Level lower girdle Cl3  35.0 42-54 :Nleet (7-8-Ci7-Ci8) 

(}6 90.0 39-57 Level lower girdle C14 21 .8  96 Meet (9-1 -9) 

(}7 90.0 45-51 Level lower girdle C15  24.2 16-80 Meet ( 10-2-3-1 1) 
C16  24. 1  24-72 Meet ( 1 1 -4-5- 12) 

Notes: C17 20.8  36-60 Meet ( 12-6-7-13) 
( 1 )  All girdle facets except G 1 are the same C18  23 .8  48 :Nleet ( 13-8-8- 13) 

length. C19 0.0 Any Table 

(2) 
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09.1 39 FVS-262 
Reference: VanSant, Fred W: Star Cuts Vol 5 ( 1996) 
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HIW=0.724 P/H=0.627 
68+12 facets C/H=0.345 Vol =0.228W3 RI= 1 .77 Corundum 4-fold Mirror Image symmetry 

This design is one of Fred VanSant' s which he has included in "STAR CUTS Vol 5". Although the 

girdle facets are all cut at constant mast height (ECED), the girdle facets are not equal length. This is a 

consequence of nonuniform indexing. Since there are 12  girdle facets with a 96 index gear, uniform 

indexing would be 96/12 = 8 gear teeth between each girdle facet. Actual indexing is 6- 12-6- 12  etc. 

(See listing for G 1 in the Pavilion instructions) . A separate "preform" is not needed since all girdle 

facets can be cut without changing mast height on the machine. The only effect mast height adjustment 

has on this design is . to fix the size of the stone. 

PAVILION CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS 

Step/Angle Bearing Remarks 
Gl 90.0 96-06- 1 8-24-30-42 [ 1 ]  

48-54-66-72-78-90 
Pl  41 .0 96-08- 16-24-32-40 [2] 

48-56-64-72-80-88 
P2 45 .2 06-1 8-30-42-54-66 [3] 

78-90 
P3 4 1 .9 07- 17-3 1 -41-55-65 [4] 

79-89 
P4 42.3 03-21 -27-45-5 1 -69 [5] 

75-93 
P5 47.7 96-24-48-72 [6] 
Remarks : 
[ 1 ]  Cut ECED (Equal Center to Edge Distance) 
[2] Cut to meet at the PCP (Permanent Center Point) 
[3] Meet ( 1 - 1 -Gl-Gl)  
[4] Meet ( 1 -2-Gl -G 1 -2- 1 )  
[5] Meet 1 - 1 -3 
[6] Meet (4-2-Gl -Gl)  

CROWN CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS 

Step/Angle 
Cl  37.8 
C2 40.0 

C3 30.0 

C4 22. 1 

Bearing 
96-24,-48-72 
06- 1 8-30-42-54-66 
78-90 
09- 15-33-39-57-63 
8 1 -87 
06- 1 8-30-42-54-66 
78-90 

[7] Fix girdle width. Locate upper girdle. 
[8] Level upper girdle. 
[9] Meet (2-Gl-Gl-2) 
[ 10] Meet (3-2- 1 -2-3) 

Remarks 

[7] 
[8] 

[9] 

[ 10] 

[ 1 1 ]  Brightness pattern displays the usual apex facet dark 
spot, but the average brightness is very good. 
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Letters to the Editor 

This column is a new feature of USFG Newsletter. 
In his "Presidents Message'' in March Jim Ball asked for writ
ten input to serve as a basis for articles in the Newsletter. 
Whether in response to that or just as a fortuitous circum
stance the Editor did receive some suggestions .  

Letter 
The first letter we will attempt to answer is from Floyd E. 
Hoskins (The Lapidarist) : 
"Dear Mr Steele: 

Each issue of the USFG Newsletter is read, and 
digested by our local members and my students. However, 
there are questions that are asked for which we cannot find 
a satisfactory answer. 

There are several questions: Is there a curve, (like 
a Bell Curve), or formula, that cone can determine the 
maximum number of facets versus the maximum brilliance 
of the stone ? This would be based on proper optical 
orientation, internal characteristics such as cleavage, color 
, etc. 

Another question: Most faceting diagrams use 
quartz as their base line. Now, is this diagram designed to 
provide the maximum brilliance for quartz? Now what a out 
the same diagram when faceting, for example the beryl 
group, tourmaline, or corundum? That is, after making 
angle transitions. 

Probably many faceters use a "rule of thumb ", but 
we would like a more definitive answer. " 

Editors Comments 
I know of no simple curve or formula to determine 

the "brightest" angles for a particular design. If one does 
exist I would certainly like to know about it. However, it is 
possible to give a computer generated "brightness diagram" 
as an approximation. In 1995 a group of faceters in the 
Pacific Northwest cooperated to cut an entire suite of stones 
to verify whether computer generated brightness diagrams 
actually simulate real stones. The Intermountain Faceter 
Club provided the clear quartz material left over from 
cutting "The Lady" (World's largest cut quartz gem) . We at 
Seattle Faceting Club prepared a test program in which we 
selected a design, and prepared brightness diagrams for a 
set of 25 stones each exactly 1 5mm in which the "Crown" 
angle was varied from 25 to 45 degrees in five degree 
intervals (25 ,30,35,40,45) and the "Pavilion" angle was 
varied from 39 to 43 degrees in 1 degree intervals 
(39,40,41 ,42,43) .  Then we got prominent faceters in the 
northwest to actually cut the designs to compare with the 
brightness diagrams. We succeeded in getting 23 of the 25 
stones ready for display at the 1995 Northwest Facetor 
Symposium held at Seattle, Washington. For the display we 
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made a black box so that essentially all the light that passed 
out through the pavilion of each stone was absorbed. Thus 
the stones could be directly compared with the correspond
ing "brightness" diagram, because the computer model for 
the brightness patterns also assumes any rays exiting 
through the pavilion are lost. 

Previous work with raytracing programs had 
suggested that "brightness" is a function of Refractive 
Index of the material, so cutting the stones from a single 
crystal took care of that. And of course, observation of 
many designs has shown that placement of the facets is a 
very big factor, so standardizing on one design for the test 
was mandatory. As you have observed most faceting 
diagrams use quartz as their base line. So we also used 
quartz. Chiefly because "the price was right" and we 
needed a quantity of material. 

So how did the test come out? I think it confirmed 
that the procedures we have been using since we learned 
how to make "brightness diagrams" are in fact reasonable 
predictors of whether a given design is capable of giving a 
bright stone. Number of facets certainly does affect bright
ness. In general if facets are too many and too small, the 
stone will appear dull. If facets are too few or too large, 
there is also a loss but not as severe. Even though a design 
appears the same in plan view, the actual brightness 
performance varies in a not too predictable manner when 
the side view is changed. 

There are two basic approaches to using "bright
ness diagrams" to predict optimum brightness .  One is to 
use the "Average Brightness" figures and the other is to use 
the qualitative look of diagrams. Robert Strickland used 
the latter criteria technique when he ran a series of articles 
in Texas Faceters Newsletter July 1 994 to January -1995. 
Recommended angles are given for quartz, corundum, and 
cubic zirconia based on the well studied "Standard Round 
Brilliant" design. Robert Long and I have used contour 
plots and two dimensional plots average brightness figures 
to show similar data in Seattle Facetor Design Notes and in 
our Facet Design books . See some examples in the figures 
on page 14. 

Now to answer your question, "Is the published dia
gram designed to provide the maximum brilliance for quartz? 
The short answer is probably not. The angles given in the 
design that we publish are as close to the original designers 
recommendation as we can make them. If this happens to be 
the optimum, fine. But the purpose of this diagram and its 
information is to provide a baseline. Every effort is made to 
show the plan views of the design (crown and pavilion) as 
they actually would appear if a stone was cut per the instruc
tions .  However, the bad news is ·that unless a study has been 
made this may not be the "best" brightness or scintillation 
that can be obtained with the design. The good news is, that 
it provides a starting point. Whether or not we do a raytrac-
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ing study, we can always use "Tangent Ratio" translation to 
vary the crown and/or pavilion angles to maintain the plan 
view look while changing the side view (height) . By cutting a 
few trial cuts . .  . like we did in the "Great Brightness Experi
ment" I described earlier . . .  one can determine the angles one 
needed to make the bright stone desired. However, if you have 
access to Strickland's "Gem Frame" program or Robert Long's 
"Raywin" program you can do it on a computer and not waste 
expensive rough. After all, trial and error has been used in 
the gem cutting industry for a very long time. Cut a lot and 
look closely at the results is how it was done before we had 
access to computers. 

Pavilion angles below the "critical" angle generally 
are an invitation to a "fish-eye" or worse. But one usually 
finds that "critical" angle is not a good predictor of the actual 
optimum angles . If there is an "optimum" angle, performance 
will drop off is one goes much lower or much higher than the 
optimum. Unfortunately, there is no simple path to the an
swer of what is "optimum" . The design itself, refractive in
dex, transmission and luster properties of the material, num- . 
her of facets, and size of facets all have their part to play. Fig. 
1 and 2 summarize the known information relating "bright
ness" to crown/pavilion angle combinations for the Standard 
Round Brilliant with a 50% Table. 

Another approach to the pavilion angle problem con
siders light rays entering only through the table and being 
refracted and reflected back through the table. In the Septem
ber 1976 issue of The Faceter's Gem and also in FACET DE
SIGN Volume 7 Section D, Robert Long gives a discussion of 
the problem and a chart similar to Figure 3 shown here. This 
is appropriate for the central portion of the Standard Round 
Brilliant which has facets on the pavilion that are mirrors for 
each other. Usually we want a bright center, so the theoreti
cal limit for pavilion angles is between the Min and Max curves 
and is a function of Refractive Index. Note quartz at Rl=l .54 
has a narrower envelope than corundum at Rl=l .76. If we 
were only interested in the Table area and cutting quartz the 
limit would be from 40.5 to 46.5 degrees, but if cutting corun
dum 34.8 to 48.4 degrees. If you look at some of the Bright
ness patterns in the What's new section, you will be able to 
see that there are two numbers given . . .  Table Brightness and 
Average Brightness. Table Brightness is primarily determined 
by the PAVILION only, whereas Average Brightness 
considers all of the facets whether in the Table area or not. 

In summary, there are several ways to estimate opti
mum facet angles but no simple fool proof method that I know 
about. Quartz is usually used as a baseline because it is inex
pensive and provides a severe test. If a design looks good in 
Quartz it most likely will look good in other higher refractive 
materials as well. Published diagrams that have been com
puter verified do not automatically have the best angles to 
use, but availability of the Tangent Ratio translation makes it 
possible to use them as a starting point while changing only 
the side view of the design. 
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z 

z � 
::;; 

'1·2 

4 1  

'1 0  

39 

BRIGHTNESS CONTOURS RI= 1 . 54 ( QUARTZ) 
STANDARD ROUND BRILLIANT 507. Tobie 

3
�o 12 1 4  16  18 20 22 24 26  28 30 32  34 36 38 40 42 

CROWN MAIN ANGLE degrees 

Figure 1: Brightness Contours for Standard Round Brilliant 
design in Quartz. This diagram was made with the "ISO 
model". It indicates 19 degree crown with 4 1  degree 
pavilion is near "optimum", but any angle combination 
within the 90 contour interval is reasonably good. 

B R I G HTN ES S C O N TO U R S  R I =  1 . 7 6  (COR U N D U M )  
STAN DARD ROUND BRILLIANT 507. Tobie 

� 
-0 

0 

� 

42 

4 1  

40 

39 

@ 97 

12 14 16 18 20 2 2  24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 4 2  

C ROWN MAIN ANGLE degrees 

Figure 2 Brightness Contours for Standard Round Brilliant 
design in Corundum. This diagram was made with the 
"ISO model". Compared with quartz (Fig 1 )  the "optimum" 
is nearly the same, but corundum is much more tolerant to 
angle changes. 

MINIMUM and MAXIMUM PAVILION MAIN ANGLES 
as a function of Refractive Index 

2 .s .--
������������������--, 

2.4 
2 .3  

X 2.2 w 

w > 
� 1 .9 
g 1 .8  
� 1 .7 

1 .6  
1 .5 

CUBIC ZIRCONIA 

1 . 4��...__._..___.___....__._......_...__.___.._...,___,.__._...,__.._,._..__.__,,11......L_.__.___..__._...._., 
24 2 6  28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 5 0  5L 

PAVILIO N  MAIN ANGLE 

Figure 3 Theoretical MinMax as a function of Refractive 
Index for Rays entering through the Table 



\tvnat's New 
ABOUT WHAT's NEW 

The What's New Section is an attempt to list published facet designs that 
have not previously been listed. As seen here it is an adaptation of the "What's 
New" feature which regularly appears in the Seattle Design Notes (bulletin of 
the Seattle Faceting Club). Each design is listed only once (to conserve space) 
although in some cases the same design was published in more than one 
publication. To handle multiple listings there is an "Alternative Reference 
List" section that will be expanded into a list of design code numbers and 
sources, but without drawings or brightness patterns. No data will be lost 
however, because the ARL will have the CODE number which can be corre
lated with the main database to find the drawing and other information about 
the design. 

The CODE NUMBER (left top in each panel) has the form XX.YYY where 
XX is a two digit code that designates the general shape classification. i.e 
01=ROUND, 02=0VAL etc this is the 'same code that was used in the L & S 
Facet Design series and is currently used in Database 2. "YYY" is a three 
digit indication of designs in the order they were assigned and drawn up. 

Each design is named to agree with the original author. "Reference" shows 
the author and publication, which was the source for the design information. 

"Index" is the maximum number of gear teeth on the machine the designer 
used. "L/W", "P/W", "C/W", "T/W" and "H/W" are dimensionless ratios defined 
by the drawings of the design. Length to Width, Pavilion depth to width etc. 
"Facets" lists the number of facets + number of girdle facets. 

"Vol" is a GemCad derived factor that relates the "volume" of the complete 
design to a cube with the width as a edge. "RI" is the refractive index of the 
material the designer intended the design to be cut in. 

All drawings are done with GemCad as closely to the original specification 
in the reference as can be done. If any adjustments must be made they 
usually favor making the design "look like" the drawing in the original refer
ence. In the three view drawings the left hand drawing is a crown plan view, 
the center drawing is a '1ipped 15Q" side view, and the right hand drawing is a 
pavilion plan view. 

At the extreme right side is a "Brightness Pattern" computer generated 
using the "L & S SPOT +Ambient, Trans 0.6, 99%" model with the RI specified 
for the design. This model is basically a single light placed high and in front 
of a viewer looking directly at the crown plan view (which simulates viewing 
conditions when judging is taking place.) "Table Brt" is Table brightness and 
"Avg Brt" is Average Brightness. In general the lighter areas in the Brightness 
Pattern represent the brighter parts of the design viewed in this way. Robert 
Stricklands "COS" model (light directly above the stone) gives similar results. 

Designs are given the same Code Number only when there is no essential 
difference or the design is related simply by a "tangent ratio" translation of an 
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existing design in the database. To have the same Code Number any two 
designs would have to have exactly the same crown and pavilion plan views 
, although the side view might well be different. If a given design is different , 
e.g. does not have identical plan views but is a close modification with more 
or fewer facets or a slightly different facet placement, it may be assigned an 
additional letter suffix such as "A", "B", "C", "D" to the basic Code Number so 
that it would be listed near the basic design, but would be distinquished from 
it. For example, "01.411 A Fancy #2" is very similar to the original "01.41 1 
Fancy" but does not have the same shape for all of the corresponding facets. 

01 .41 1 A  Fancy #2 
Reference: Durham, Dennis: SDMGS Pegmatite, Jan 96, p26 

96 Index LIW=1.000 PIW=0.584 CIW=0.211 
201 + 1 facets HIW=0.815 Vol =0.312W3 

<96> 

TIW=0.510 
Rl=1 .54 

<96> 

Ol f H 9
t j 

� j 9 
Table Brt=64 
Avg Brt =54 

- r 
..--- L -

<48> 

To get actual cutting instructions for the listed designs you are referred to 
the original references or if you have an up -to- date version of the Database 
2 and GemCad you can select the design in Datavue 2 and print the instruc
tions by shelling over to GemCad. Once in GemCad you can do any GemCad 
legal operation without affecting the Datavue 2 library files. 

Note: Al l  "Brightness Diagrams" in  th is issue are based on 
Spot + Ambient with 0.6 transmission model and a RI  as stated 

in the parameters. This most c losely agrees With Strickland's 
"COS" model .  
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01 .570 FVS-293-1 Edge BrHlianf4r1 01 .573 Commercial 
Page 1 8  

Reference: Van Sant, Fred: USFG Newsletter, Mar 96 Reference: Sweeney, Boyd: Facet Talk, Jan-Feb 96, p3 1 
96 Index L/W=l .000 PIW=0.405 CIW=Q. 190 TIW=0.253 96 Index L/W=l .000 PIW=0.420 CIW=0.212 
33+16 facets H/W=0.615  Vol =0. 1 89W3 RI=l .77 33+16 facets H/W=0.65 1 Vol = 0.223W3 RI=l .77 

<48> <48> <96> 

TIW=0.495 

<96> 

-----·T--r---- � i /\ ; / 1"-.... 
i ·· ....... \ \ / .l ...... >\ ; '·, \u/ _..,../ , 
t---·-�(- �\::-------1 w 
l;-----:�?���:-·---1 

l 
\ /  1 / 1 ··, '· / 

< ,/J_J��;/> �n � /1'--,,j.'' o r 
! 1 · /  � t:-r>-----{.-7'A. 

l �."-..! \./ \ w 
��!-----,//.:� 

l 
\ , '·, I. ---,, 
-,fi ___ v-·" 

! H 

@ t i  
t i @ 

Table Brt=98 
Avg Brt =97 

r'IIT--t,,t 
....._ L � 

01 .571 FVS-293-1 Edge Bri l l iant #2 
Reference: Van Sant, Fred: USFG Newsletter, Mar 96 
96 Index L/W=l.000 P/W=0.377 C/W=0.231 
33+16 facets H/W=0.628 Vol = 0.204W3 

<48> 

�-�-- C i  
/<"\. \ ; />. L "·,Y--<. .. / . .'..\ 

l2lzd!J I 
i.. T +i 

Table Brt =98 i+- L � 

Avg Brt =96 

01 .572 Low Crown Cut 

• 

Reference: Sweeney, Boyd: Facet Talk, Jan-Feb 96 

� t :t H 

I t 

96 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=O CIW=0.470 
89+48 H/W=0.470 Vol = 0.292W3 RI=l .54 

<96> 

TIW=0.341 

� 

T/W=O 

6 1 0 1 1 0 
- L 

PAVILION 

Tipped 1 5  deg pavilion up <48> 
CROWN 

Table Brt=93 
Avg Brt =83 

t+- T -+I  
i+- L �  

01 .574 Small Commercial Cut 
Reference: Sweeney, Boyd: Facet Talk, Jan-Feb 96, p30 (v13n87) 
96 Index L/W = 1 .000 P/W = C!W = 
40+0 facets H!W=0.6 18  Vol =0.208W3 RI=l .77 
For small stones (sapphire, topaz >4mm) 

<96>  

<48>  

T/W=0.543 

<96>  /-rrr>. 
1.-"·, ... i I< j\ 

/�- 'vi--\ 
l . ,t ·f \ 

f 

/ y \( c·····--,, .... _"' " 
�/ ; f /.,. 

"·-�J....x..,J-� Ol �n fj 
Table Brt=95 
Avg Brt =95 

M- T -+I 
"4--- L --+1 

01 .575 Parasol Bri l l iant 
Reference: Durham, Dennis: SDMGS Pegmatite, Mar 96, p26 
96 Index LIW=l .000 PIW=0.569 C/W=0.243 
105+16 facets H/W=0.832 Vol =0.3 14W3 RI=l .77 

<96> 

<48> 

T/W=0.461 

<96> 

@l �! ! � 
i.-- T -.1  <48> 

Table Brt =74 .,.____ L --+I 
Avg Brt =68 
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01 .576 Steptianie1s Cut 01 .579 Modified Gulfport 
Reference: Low, Terry: FACETS, Apr 96, p3 Reference: Haines, Bob: ANGLES, Mar 96, p8 
96 fudex L/W=l .000 P/W=0.435 C/W=0.101 T/W=0.501 96 fudex L/W=l .000 P/W=0.421 C/W=0. 1 1 9  
65+16 facets H/W=0.555 Vol = O . l  73W3 RI=l .54 120+24 facets HIW=0.560 Vol = 0 .164W3 RI=l .72 

T/W=O 

<48> 

@ j  wn @ • •1 
K-r � <48> Table Brt=99 •i r *  

Table Brt =99 
Avg Brt =91 � L ---Jit 

01 .577 Apex Pinwheel 
Reference: Anderson, Richard L: FACETS, Apr 96, p 1 1  
9 6  fudex L/W=l .000 P/W=0.420 C/W=0.210 
72+ 16  facets H/W=0.649 Vol =0.205W3 RI=2.16 

<96> 

@ @l 
Table Brt=95 
Avg Brt =95 

� L � 

01 .578 Spring B lossom 

I H 9
� f 
� � 

Reference: Green, John B. : Lapidary J, May 96, p 163 
96 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=0.449 C/W=0.169 
89+ 16 facets H!W=0.638 Vol =0.214W3 RI=2.16 

<48> 

T/W=O 

<96> 

Avg Brt =99 � L  .,, 

0 1 .580 BARION 3 
Reference: Green, John B: Amer Gemcutter, Jun 96, p29 
96 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=0.448 C/W=0.163 
1 1 3+16 facets H/W=0.630 Vol =0.21 3W3 RI=2.16 

<96> 

<96> 

T/W=0.523 

<48> 

- 0 01 
<48> 

� T --11>1 

•n 8 
T/W=0.449 

<48> 

Table Brt=88 
Avg Brt =90 

� L -.i  

02.051 A  Oval for GGG 6x5 
Reference: Steele, Norman W, BEMS Tumbler, May 96 
96 Index L/W=l .200 P/W=0.469 C/W=0.131 
57+16 facets HIW=0.620 Vol =0.251W3 RI=2.03 

< 9 6 >  

<96> 

T/W=0.780 

< 9 6 >  

O ·o l . •n 8 Table Brt=77 
Avg Brt =74 

� T __.. 

r+--- L ---.i 

l �n 
1 � n  

Table Brt=81 
Avg Brt =91 

"4-- T �  
� L �  

<96> 
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03. 1 01 Carla's Cut 
Reference: Low, Terry: FACETS, May 96, p3 
64 Index L/W=2.741  P/W=0.433 
39+12 facets HIW=0.571 Vol =0.459W3 

<32> 

��1 
- T �  

-- L -

Table Brt =87 
Avg Brt =69 

06.039 Martin 
Reference: Bliefernich, Martin: FACETS, Apr 96, p9 

C/W=0.1 1 9  
RI=l .57 

96 Index L/W=l.212 P/W=0.399 C/W=0.1 97 
29+4 facets HIW=0.616 Vol =0.353W3 RI=2.16 

r�;;/; 
, .. \ . ., .. . i , 
· .  .I '-

1'111 

<48> 

l �! f  
l ! l 

...- T --.. 

L ---.i Table Brt =38 
Avg Brt =21 Unpolished facets contribute to lower bightness. 

07. 1 23 Doublestar Square 
Reference: Mathewson, Ralph: USFG Newsletter, Mar 96, p4 
80 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=0.471 C/W=0. 197 

Table Brt =O 
Avg Brt =79 

<40> 

..,.__ L � 

l � � f 
l 

* H 

; � 
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t"'a91if.1 24 Kristie's Cut 
Reference: Low, Terry: FACETS, Jun 96, p3 

T/W=l .62 1  96 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=0.560 C/W=0.154 
RI=l .54 

T/W=0.504 

<32> 

<64> 

T/W=0.620 

<48> 

<96> 

T/W=O 

<40> 

<80> 

45+8 facets H/W=0.734 Vol =0 .324W3 

<48> <48> 

� �j �p � 14- T -, t 1 <96> 

Table Brt = 1 00 
Avg Brt =87 

....-- L --.i 

08 . 1 1 3  1 97 Facet Emerald Cut Oval 
Reference: Gray, James: Amer Gemcutter, Mar 96, p29 
96 Index L/W=l .399 P/W=0.633 C/W=0.392 
169+28 facets H/W=l .045 Vol =0.610W3 RI=l .54 

T/W=0.750 

e 0!�! !8 
Table Brt=29 ...- r -.i 

Avg Brt=63 � L -->1 
<96> 

Indeterminate design. Cannot be drawn exactly using the given instructions, however the 
diagram and parameters shown here are an approximation to the diagram shown in the 
reference. 

08.1 1 4  Long Barion 
Reference: Sweeney, Boyd: Facet Talk, Jan-Feb 96, p227 (v12n86) 
96 Index L/W=l .623 P/W=0.578 C/W=0.171 T/W=l .049 
81+20 facets H/W=0.769 Vol = 0 .5l  7W3 RI=l .77 

<96> <96> 

� �r � � f � 
� � 1 � ? 1 �  

Table Brt=68 
Avg Brt =56 

-T--1>1 

- L ---e, 

<48> 
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09. 1 37 Upside Down Americana 1 1 .121 Cie-cfl Square 
Reference: Covill, Charles: Lapidary J, Apr 96, p9 1 
96 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=0.614 
73+ 16  facets HIW=0.809 Vol =0.342W3 

<48> 

C/W=0. 176 
RI=l .54 

TIW=0.672 

<48> 

Reference: Beck, Allan: Off-the-Dop, Apr 96, p7 
96 Index L/W=l .000 · P/W=0.466 
TW=0.336 
17+4 facets HIW=0.827 Vol =0.388W3 

<48> 

Pa�cl 21 

CIW=0.341 

Rl=l .54 

O l  �
} ! 
r t - � i � n V 

tto l  � ! 1 6 
� T --.i 

Table Brt =98 1<4-- L � 

Avg Brt =53 

09. 1 38 Boxes 
Reference: Rowland, Jack C :  FACETS, Jun 96, p4 
64 Index L/W=l .000 PIW=0.450 
45+12 facets HIW=0.65 1 Vol =0.222W3 

<32> 

. ..J� ... 

C/W=0.181  
Rl=l .54 

.,.,

_...'

\,, � �- . /"' )( 
t\ '  · .  ····/ �<� / � j  
� '>.,/ . ·-,��4/,., �l  ! H 9 � t 

; i 
Table Brt=87 
Avg Brt =8 1 

M- T  --.t 
� L --.!  

1 1 .083 Chevron Rectangle AW-1 6-1 .0 

<96> 
Table Brt =100 
Avg Brt =90 

.. r -.i  
i.--- L --.t  

1 3. 1 1 3  The Trouble with Tribble 
Reference: Rowland, Jack C: FACETS, May 96 

TIW=0.374 96 Index L/W=l .032 P/W=0.430 
D/W=l .076 61+17 facets HIW=0.61 1 Vol =0.202W3 

<32> 

CIW=0. 162 
Rl=l .54 

C o,r � w --- i l  

•
c'H. i 
+ H 

; i 
<64> 

Table Brt =80 
Avg Brt =69 

1 8.01 2 Thunder & Lightn ing 
Reference: Wolkonsky, Alexandre: Wolkonsky Faceting Designs, Jun 95, p16 Reference: Capps, Jerry: Amer Gemcutter, May 96 ,  p29 
96 Index L/W=l .000 P/W=0.568 C/W=0. 140 TIW=0.601 96 Index L/W=l .012 PIW=0.358 CIW=0. 105 
41+4 facets H/W=0.728 Vol =0.330W3 Rl=l .77 39+7 facets HIW=0.482 Vol =0. 129W3 Rl=l .54 

<48> 
<48> <48> 

Cl �n m @cl! 
! l i i  

14--- T -+I <96> 

Table Brt =98 � L ---H Table Brt=lOO 
�T -..i 

i.-- L �  

Abg Brt =70 Avg Brt =82 

TIW=0.5 16 

<48> 

� 
<96> 

TIW=0.550 

<48> 

• 
<96> 
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23.038 Ova.I Shield 
Reference: Van Sant, Fred W:  USFG Newsletter, Mar 96  
96 Index L/W=l .006 P/W=0.444 C/W=0. 122 T/W=0.594 
56+13  facets H/W=0.586 Vol =0. 190W3 RI=l .77 
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29.033A Top Lozenge with Pavi l ion 
Reference: Steele, Norman W: Seattle Facetor Design, May 96, p l  
9 6  Index L/W=l .497 PIW=0.638 CIW=0.277 
44+4 facets HIW=0.935 Vol =0.375WJ Rl=l .72 

TIW=O 

<48> <48> <48> <48> 

,1-W
-... 

iJ ... :i--· < ... \:::7\---
l. •"' I .. , ·-�\.). 

�' \j \ /\:1 

·1,, 1 J �\ /1i --�--� / i 

� d  · �  
V ll �H � + l �n• 

l--¥---�,;/ 
-� ... 1_ ........ � 

Table Brt =96 
Avg Brt =93 

...--w ---.i 

27.002 Simple Epaulette 
Reference: Steele, Norman W: Seattle F Design, Apr 96, p l  
64  Index L/W=l . 101  PIW=0.615 CIW=0. 135 
21+5 facets H/W=0.770 Vol = 0.324W3 Rl=l .54 

<64> 

<96> 

TIW=0.620 

<64> 

Table Brt =0 
Avg Brt = 78 

14----- L � 

30.097 A Doublestar Pentagon 
Reference: Mathewson, Ralph: ANGLES, Apr 96, p4 
80 Index LIW=l .05 1 PIW=0.43 1 
40+10 facets HIW=0.632 Vol =0. 172W3 

<40> 

CIW=0. 1 8 1  
RI=l .77 

<96> 

TIW=O 

<40> 

[g I ] w � ! 
! ! $ ®! 

�
? ! & 

"¥ t ! V!JY 
� w �  <32> 

Table Brt =66 
Avg Brt =41 

29.033 Top Lozenge (to suit Diamond Shaped Spinel) 
Reference: Sweeney, Boyd: Facet Talk, Jan-Feb 96, p35 
96 Index L/W=l .497 PIW=O CIW=0.277 TIW=O 
25+4 facets HIW=0.297 Vol =0. 153W3 Rl=l .72 

Table Brt =0 
Avg Brt =84 

14-----'- L -.i 

30.098 Penta Doodle 
Reference: Haines, Bob: ANGI.ES, Jan 96 p7 
96 Index L/W=l .033 PIW=0.449 
81+10 facets HIW=0.635 Vol =0. 199W3 

CIW=0. 166 
Rl=l .54 

•

<48> <48> <48> 

i ,,��-- ;·· .··j) . i ! '  ' ' / '  ' . \ 

wl � �  J o  /,.,;j,.j� 0 w � 
I 

I �1(
""-,._ �-r7,� 

l 

. \ i ' 
y .  

1-4--- L -
<96> � -� 

! 
H 

�
Ci. ; 

i � 
Table Brt =0 
Avg Brt =14 Table Brt =80 

Avg Brt =76 

l+- T -+1 
14--- L --+I 

Variation of Wollert' s Doodle 

<80> 

TIW=0.498 

<48> 

� 
<96> 
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40.045 Dc;>uble Keystone 
Reference: Houston, Milt: ANGLES, Apr 96, p8 
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44.046 Long Hexagon 
Reference: Watermeyer, Basil (Steele): Seattle F Design, Jun 96, pl  

96 Index LIW=l .336 P/W=0.285 CIW=0.103 
Rl=l .54 

TIW=0.962 96 Index L/W=2.000 P/W=0.551 C/W=0. 120 TIW=l .207 
43+6 facets H/W=0.408 Vol =0.239W3 

Table Brt =7 
Avg Brt =25 

<48> 

l�.
� W 

i �  

41 .076 Stardust 
Reference: Durham, Dennis: SDMGS Pegmatite, Apr 96, p26 

<48> 

rffi] 
<96> 

67+6 facets HIW=0.691 Vol =0.508W3 Rl=l .77 

Table Brt =72 
Avg Brt =65 

<48> f 

01 
- r -

- L -

44.070 Horseshoe 
Reference: Van Sant, Fred W: USFG Newsletter, June 96 

<48> 

<96> 

96 Index L/W=l .303 P/W=0.59 1 CIW=0. 1 88 TIW=0.804 96 Index LIW=l .028 PIW=0.455 CIW=0. 158 TIW=0.579 

1 1 1  +8 facets 51+16 facets HIW=0.634 Vol =0.232W3 Rl=l .77 
<48> <48> <48> <48> 

O l � {f � 

l 
� f H

� 

�,� l j <'"> 

..--- L -

42.049A Doublestar Round 
Reference: Mathewson, Ralph: USFG Newsletter, Mar 96, p6 
80 Index L/W=l .05 1 PIW=0.466 CIW=0. 195 
40+ 1 0  facets HIW=0.681 Vol =0.220W3 Rl=l .77 

/--.,, r �¥- � Q/+\ 
l\ •. . r·----�. ·  

•; '' ·{)"' ·/' 
�;��\ ,, 

\_,_j 

Table Brt = 0 
Avg Brt =86 

<40> r 
w 

1 

�
cH + H 

i l 
i.-- L �  

T/W=O 

<40> 

<80> 

�.,r::J;���, .... ?r'>, �-�·�/�, '\{' ; ·  
\, v-

i \ · /t ,J 

\'>( \, / i,../1 

\. / )/\ r'f 
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45.090 Sunshine 
Reference: Gearheart, Lucille: Amer Gemcutter, Apr 96, p29 
96 Index L/W=l.000 P/W=0.517 CIW=0.201 
109+12 facets HIW=0.738 Vol =0.285W3 Rl=l .54 
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TIW=0.549 
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TWELVE OF THE BEST 

Facet Designs Publ ished in  1 995 

Each year since 1 980 the Columbia Willamette 
Faceter's Guild has presented their selection of the 
"twelve best'� at the annual Northwest Faceters Sym
posium. The year the presentation was made at 
Harrison Hot Spings, British Columbia, Canada on 2 
June 1996 and covered designs published within the 
calendar -year 1995. 

Judging is done by three independent faceters and/or 
designers from different areas of the faceting world 
and who are not members of the Columbia-Willamette 
Faceters Guild. This year there were over 160 de
signs considered 

As in the past members of CWFG cut each of the 
selected designs and displayed them in a case at the 
symposium. By permission of the designers CWFG 
has collected the cutting instructions for the "twelve 
best of 1995" into a pamphlet which was available at 
the symposium and is now available for US$3 .00 post
paid from: 

Columbia-Willamette Faceter's Guild 
P.O. Box 2136 
Portland, OR 97208-2136 
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08.1 07 Almost Square Crown Facets Cushion 
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03.097 Marquessa Gem 
Designer: Steve Richards 

9 i 

13.110 Cube Illusion Triangle 37 .017 Septifoil 
Designer: Robert W. Strickland Designer: Paul A. Head 
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09.136 Four Step Chevron Square Cushion 
Designer: Alexandre Wolkonsky 

<48> <48> 

02.157 Six Main Hilite Oval 
Designer: Robert W. Strickland 
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28.154 Hex Diamonds 11.053B Spin Off 
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02.155F K wik Oval 6x4 13.105 Tri Ray 
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Designer: Wilf Ross <H> 
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41.073 Louis Fancy 

Designer: Roscoe E. Clark & Louis Natonek 
<48> <48> 
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40.044 Zebra's Twisted Eye 
<64> Designer: Walt Heitland <64> 
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